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Ch.12 Joins 

 TABLE JOINS:  Involve access data from two 
or more tables in a single query.  The ability 
to join two or more tables together is called a 
relationship and is where Relational Database 
Management Systems get there name and 
more importantly one of the things that make 
them so powerful. 

 The FROM clause names all the tables 
needed to produce the query result, not just 
one table. In MySQL 5, a join can be 
extended up to 61 tables. 



Ch.12 Joins 
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  The example in the book joins the Country to the CountryLanguage table in 

order to display both the name of the country and the language. 

mysql> SELECT name, language FROM CountryLanguage, Country WHERE CountryCode = Code; 



Ch.12 Joins 
  QUALIFYING A COLUMN NAME: 
When columns names are duplicate in two or more of the joined tables and you 

reference that column name you must qualify it with the table name so 
MySQL know's which column you are talking about. 

Above re-written as follows: 
mysql> SELECT Country.Name, City.Name FROM Country, City WHERE code = 

CountryCode; 



Ch.12 Joins 
  USING AN ALIAS: 
When tables are listed in the FROM clause, you can give each table an alias, or alternate name, that 

you can use in the rest of the statement. You do this by typing the name of the table, pressing the 
Spacebar, and then typing the name of the alias. No commas or periods separate the two names. 

  You use an alias for two basic reasons. The first use is for simplicity. For example, if you have a 
very long table name such as products, you can give it an alias or t1 for Country, or t2 for City. 
The above example could be re-written as follows: 

mysql> SELECT t1.Name, t2.Name FROM Country t1, City t2 WHERE code = CountryCode; 
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 Cartesian Joins 
WARNING:  Beware of Cartesian Products.  A Cartesian product or join 

occurs when you leave of the join condition.  When this happens 
every row in table a would be joined to every row in table b.  For 
example if table a has 100 rows and table b has 50 rows, the result 
product would be 5,000 rows.  No imagine if each have 1 million 
rows, that would be 1 million rows * 1 million rows as the result 
product.  This is almost never what you want to do.  

Our query above as a Cartesian product would be: 

mysql>SELECT t1.Name, t2.Name FROM Country t1, City t2 

Lets say Country has 100 rows and City has 500 rows, the result is 100 
* 500 or 50,000 rows. 



Ch.12 Joins 
  SQL-92 Syntax:  92 refers to the year the SQL standard 

was established by ANSI.  The old standard was 
SQL-86.  You should use ANSI SQL/92 for all your 
future work.  The 92 standard also makes it impossible 
to accidentally create a Cartesian Join. 

mysql> SELECT t1.Name, t2.Name FROM Country t1, 
City t2 WHERE code = CountryCode; 

Can be re-written: 

mysql> SELECT t1.Name, t2.Name FROM Country t1 
JOIN City t2 ON code = CountryCode; 
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  If the name of the join column is the same in 
both tables, you can use the USING() keyword. 



Ch.12 Joins 
  OUTER JOIN: 
Inner Joins, joins two or more tables together assuming at-least one match between the 

joined tables based on a key column.  What if you want all the rows from table a, 
regardless of whether they have a matching row in table b or not.  Inner Joins will not do 
this.  However an Outer Join allows you to do this.  

mysql> SELECT * FROM authors LEFT JOIN authorisbn USING (authorID); 

  NOTE:  A RIGHT JOIN is the same as the LEFT JOIN, except that now the roles of the 
tables on the right and left are reversed. 

mysql> SELECT * FROM authorisbn RIGHT JOIN authors USING (authorID); 
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  Joining a Table to Itself (Self-Join): 
A self join occurs when you join a table to itself.  When you do this as 

mentioned above you must us a table alias to distinguish between 
the two.  A better example than the one the book uses is the 
Employee table (Employee_id, Manager_id, First_name, 
Last_name, Title, Salary).  The Manager_id is actually the 
employee id of the manager.  Now if we wanted to get a list of all 
employees along with their manager (if they have one, hint: Outer 
Join), we would join the employee table to itself and since the 
employee may not have a manager it would be an outer join to one 
of the instances. 

mysql> SELECT e.Employee_id, e.Manager_id, e.First_name, e.Last_name, IFNULL
(m.Last_name, 'No Manager') As Manager FROM employees e  LEFT JOIN employees m 
ON e.manager_id = m.employee_id; 



Ch.12 Joins 
  Left and Right key word in Outer joins simple determine which is 

required table.  For left it is the one on the left side,  vice versa for 
Right Join.  This will make more sense and be more readable when 
we look at SQL-92 Syntax. 

  NONE EQUI-JOINS:  The above are all examples of equality joins, 
generally between a primary key and a foreign key.   Sometimes you 
want to join two tables all or partly based on a non-equality join. 

mysql> SELECT Country.Name, Country.Population, City.Name, City.Population FROM 
City JOIN Country ON CountryCode = Code WHERE (Country.population * .75) < 
City.Population; 



Ch.12 Joins 
  Multiple Table Update & Delete Statements: 
A multiple-table UPDATE is an extension of a single-table statement: 
mysql> UPDATE users, user_profile SET users.email = user_profile.email WHERE users.user_id = 

user_profile.user_id; 



Ch. 13 Subqueries 

  A subquery is a SELECT statement that is placed within 
parentheses insides another SQL statement. Usually, 
many uses of subqueries can be written to completely 
equivalent queries using joins.  

  Types of Subqueries 
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mysql> SELECT language FROM CountryLanguage 
    WHERE CountryCode = (SELECT code FROM Country WHERE 

Name='Finland'); 

mysql> SELECT Country.Name FROM Country, City WHERE Country.Code = 
City.CountryCode AND City.Population = (SELECT MAX(Population) FROM 
city); 

+----------+ 
| Name   | 
+----------+ 
| India     | 
+----------+ 

mysql> SELECT product_id, name, price FROM products WHERE price > 
(SELECT AVG(price) FROM products); 



Ch. 13 Subqueries 
Subqueries as Expressions: 
  Subqueries can be used as function parameters,  mathematical operators 

on subqueries that contain numeric values, and so forth. 

mysql> SELECT CONCAT('The Country code for Finland is: ', (SELECT Code FROM 
Country WHERE Name='Finland')) AS s1; 

+-------------------------------------------------+ 
|      s1                                                  | 
+-------------------------------------------------+ 
| The Country code for Finland is: FIN | 
+-------------------------------------------------+ 
1 row in set (0.00 sec) 

mysql> SELECT (SELECT SUM(Population) FROM City) / (SELECT SUM(Population) 
FROM Country) AS ratio; 

+----------+ 
| ratio      | 
+----------+ 
| 0.2352  | 
+----------+ 
1 row in set (0.00 sec) 
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  A scalr subquery result can be assigned to a user variable for later use. 

mysql> SET @city_pop = (SELECT SUM(Population) FROM City); 
Query OK, 0 rows affected (0.00 sec) 

mysql> SET @country_pop = (SELECT SUM(Population) FROM Country); 
Query OK, 0 rows affected (0.00 sec) 

mysql> SELECT @city_pop / @country_pop; 
+-----------------------------------------------------+ 
| @city_pop / @country_pop                     | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+ 
| 0.235173351000000000000000000000 | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+ 
1 row in set (0.02 sec) 

  You can NOT use a scalar subquery when a literal value is required, such 
as for an argument  in a  LIMIT clause. 



Ch. 13 Subqueries 
  Correlated Sub Queries:  When the inner query references the outer query.  

Normally the inner most query executes first and passes results to the 
nearest outer query.  With a correlated sub query all the queries that 
reference each other are execute together with a row by row comparison if 
necessary. 

mysql> SELECT Continent, Name, Population FROM Country c WHERE Population = (SELECT MAX
(Population) FROM Country c2 WHERE c.Continent=c2.Continent AND Population > 0); 

*** Note how the table qualifiers c and c2 are used in the example. This is 
necessary because the column that are used to correlate values from the 
inner and outer queries come from different reference to the same table and 
thus have the same name. 



Ch. 13 Subqueries 
  Comparing Subquery results to outer query columns 
When a comparison requires a scalar subquery, it is an error if the 

subquery returns more than a single value. 

mysql> SELECT CODE c, name FROM Country where 100 > (SELECT Population 
FROM City WHERE CountryCode = C); 

ERROR 1242 (21000): Subquery returns more than 1 row.  

  To perform a comparison between a scalar value and a subquery 
that returns several rows of data in a single column (a column 
subquery), we must use a quantified comparison. The quantifier 
keywords ALL, ANY, and SOME allow comparison to multiple-row 
result.  
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  ALL AND ANY (SOME): 
The ALL and ANY (SOME) operators can be used with sub-queries to 

produce a single column of numbers. If the subquery is preceded 
by the ALL operator, the condition is true only if it satisfies all 
values produced by the sub-query. If the sub-query is preceded by 
the ANY or SOME operator, the condition is true if it satisfies any 
value (one or more) produced by the subquery.  SOME is only a 
synonym for ANY. 

mysql> SELECT Continent, AVG(Population) FROM Country GROUP BY Continent; 



Ch. 13 Subqueries 
  To know all the countries in the world where the population is larger than the 

average country population of all of the world’s continents, use ALL in 
conjunction with  the > operator. 

mysql> SELECT Name, Population FROM Country WHERE Population > ALL (SELECT AVG
(Population) FROM Country GROUP BY Continent) ORDER BY Name; 

NOTE: “Continent” has been removed from the subquery’s SELECT clause, because a quantified 
subquery can produce only a single column of value.  

mysql> SELECT Name, Population FROM Country WHERE Population > ALL (SELECT Continent, 
AVG(Population) FROM Country GROUP BY Continent) ORDER BY Name; 

ERROR 1241 (21000): Operand should contain 1 column 



Ch. 13 Subqueries 
The foloowing example finds the countries on the European continent, and, for 

each one, tests whether the country is among the worldwide list of countries 
where Spanish is spoken: 

mysql> SELECT Name FROM Country WHERE Continent = 'Europe‘ AND Code = ANY 
(SELECT CountryCode FROM CountryLanguage WHERE Language = 'Spanish') 
ORDER BY Name; 

+-------------+ 
| Name      | 
+-------------+ 
| Andorra   | 
| France     | 
| Spain       | 
| Swede     | 
+-------------+ 

mysql> SELECT name FROM Country WHERE Continent = 'Europe‘ AND Code = ALL 
(SELECT CountryCode FROM CountryLanguage WHERE Language = 'Spanish')  
ORDER BY Name; 

Empty set (0.00 sec) 

-- Europe isn't the only place Spanish is spoken. 

Compare these two statements 
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mysql> SELECT Name FROM Country WHERE Continent = 'Europe‘ AND Code <> ANY 

(SELECT CountryCode FROM CountryLanguage WHERE Language = 'Spanish') 
ORDER BY Name; 

-- The following is exactly the same as the above.  ANY & SOME are synonyms. 
mysql> SELECT Name FROM Country WHERE Continent = 'Europe‘ AND Code <> 

SOME (SELECT CountryCode FROM CountryLanguage WHERE Language = 
'Spanish') ORDER BY Name; 
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  Multiple Row Sub Queries IN & NOT IN: 

mysql> SELECT Name FROM Country WHERE Code IN ('DEU', 'USA', 'JPN'); 
+-------------------+ 
| Name              | 
+-------------------+ 
| Germany         | 
| Japan              | 
| United States  | 
+-------------------+ 

mysql> SELECT Name FROM Country WHERE Continent = 'Europe‘ AND Code IN (SELECT 
CountryCode FROM CountryLanguage WHERE Language = 'Spanish') ORDER BY Name; 

+-------------+ 
| Name       | 
+-------------+ 
| Andorra    | 
| France     | 
| Spain       | 
| Sweden   | 
+-------------+ 

*** When IN is used with a subquery, it is functionally equivalent to = ANY. 
*** IN can NOT be combined with any comparison operators such as = or <>. 
*** NOT IN is not an alias of <> ANY. NOT IN is equivalent to <>  ALL. 
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  Using EXIST and NOT EXISTS: 
Sometimes you just want to pull all rows from one table, so long as it has 

[or doesn't have] corresponding rows in another table, the [NOT] EXIST 
command is another way to do this. 

mysql> SELECT Code c, Name FROM Country WHERE Continent = 'Europe‘ AND EXISTS 
(SELECT * FROM CountryLanguage WHERE CountryCode = c AND Language = 
'Spanish'); 

NOTE:  It is generally faster to use EXISTS vs. IN and JOIN because EXIST only looks for a 
single match (existence) where as IN or JOIN checks each value. 

NOTE: The use if SELECT * in EXISTS subqueries is purely by tradition. You can use a different 
column list as long as the subquery is syntactically correct. For example, you can replace 
the * with a constant such as 1, 0 , or even NULL. 
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  Comparison Using Row Subqueries 
For row subqueries, we can perform an equality comparison for all columns in a row. 

The subquery  must return a single row. 

mysql> SELECT City.Name FROM City WHERE (City.ID, City.CountryCode) = (SELECT Capital, 
Code FROM Country  HERE Name = 'Finland'); 
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mysql> SELECT Name, Population FROM Country WHERE (Continent, Region) = 

('Europe', 'Western Europe'); 

mysql> SELECT Name, Population FROM Country WHERE Continent = 'Europe' AND 
Region = 'Western Europe'; 
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 Using Subqueries in the FROM Clause 
mysql> SELECT AVG(cont_sum) FROM (SELECT Continent, SUM

(Population) AS cont_sum FROM Country GROUP By 
Continent) AS t; 

+--------------------------+ 
 | AVG(cont_sum)      | 
+--------------------------+ 
 | 868392778.5714     | 
+--------------------------+ 
1 row in set (0.00 sec) 

*** Every table that appears in a FROM clause must have a name, 
so a subquery in the FROM clause must be followed by a table 
alias. 

*** Subquery in FROM clauses can NOT be correlated with the 
outer statements. 



Ch. 13 Subqueries 
Most Sub Queries can always be re-written as a JOIN: 
mysql> SELECT Name FROM Country WHERE Code IN (SELECT CountryCode FROM 

CountryLanguage) LIMIT 10; 

CAN BE RE-WRITTEN WITH AN INNER JOIN: 

mysql> SELECT DISTINCT Name FROM CountryLanguage, Country WHERE CountryCode=Code 
LIMIT 10; 
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mysql> SELECT Name FROM Country WHERE Code NOT IN (SELECT CountryCode 

FROM CountryLanguage) LIMIT 10; 

CAN BE RE-WRITTEN WITH AN LEFT JOIN: 

mysql> SELECT DISTINCT Name FROM Country LEFT JOIN CountryLanguage ON 
Code = CountryCode WHERE CountryCode IS NULL; 

OR WITH A RIGHT JOIN: 

mysql> SELECT DISTINCT Name FROM CountryLanguage RIGHT JOIN Country ON 
CountryCode = Code WHERE CountryCode IS NULL; 
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 Sub queries in the HAVING Clause: 

mysql> SELECT product_type_id, AVG(price) FROM products 
    GROUP BY product_type_id HAVING AVG(price) < (SELECT MAX(AVG

(price)) FROM products GROUP BY product_type_id); 

NOTE:  Sub Queries may not contain an ORDER BY clause.  That is 
partly because they are not necessary since they are never 
displayed data.  The outer most query may have an ORDER BY. 

mysql> SELECT product_id, name, price FROM products WHERE price > 
(SELECT AVG(price) FROM products) ORDER BY Product_id DESC; 
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  Using a Subquery within a Subquery: 

You can use a nested subquery within a subquery, to find data using one SQL statement. 

mysql> SELECT product_type_id, AVG(price) FROM products GROUP BY product_type_id HAVING AVG(price) < (SELECT 
MAX(AVG(price)) 
 FROM products WHERE product_id IN (SELECT product_id FROM purchases WHERE quantity > 1) GROUP BY 
product_type_id); 

PRODUCT_TYPE_ID AVG(PRICE) 
--------------- --------- 
                13.49 
              4 13.99 
              3 13.24 

As you would expect, the queries are evaluated from the innermost query to the outermost query. 
The query in this example is evaluated in three steps. 

The innermost query is evaluated first producing a temporary table of product id's for those products 
with a quantity greater than 1. 

The next sub-query is evaluated, producing a second temporary table with a list of MAX(AVG(price)) 
for each product_type_id. 

The outer query is evaluated last, producing the desired list of product id's and average prices. Only 
those products whose id's are in the temporary table produced in Step 2 are included in the 
result. 
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 Sub queries in the UPDATE & DELETE: 
To create a new table containing every North American city, and then 

later remove all cities located in countries where life expectancy is 
less than 70 years. 

mysql> CREATE TABLE NACities SELECT * FROM City 
     WHERE CountryCode IN (SELECT CODE FROM Country WHERE 

Continent = 'North America'); 
Query OK, 581 rows affected (0.25 sec) 
Records: 581  Duplicates: 0  Warnings: 0 

mysql> DELETE FROM NACities WHERE CountryCode IN (SELECT Code 
FROM Country WHERE LifeExpectancy < 70.0); 

Query OK, 26 rows affected (0.01 sec) 
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 Although subqueries can be used to retrieve or 
aggregate data from other tables for use in 
statements that modify tables (such as UPDATE, 
DELETE, INSERT, and REPLACE), MySQL does 
NOT allow a table that is being updated in the 
outer query to be selected from an any subquery 
of the statement. 

mysql> DELETE FROM NACities 
     WHERE id IN (SELECT id FROM NACities 
               WHERE Population < 500); 
ERROR 1093 (HY000): You can't specify target table 'NACities' for update in FROM clause 


